Across
3. A small part of a larger text is called an ________
5. Follow the steps, follow the ideas, follow the path of thoughts
6. to retell in your own words
7. To tell the main idea, the beginning, middle and end
8. Tell the ways two things or ideas are different
9. to paint a picture with words
11. word that means the same thing as another word
16. To add reasons, evidence or examples
18. To fix mistakes in a writing
20. A word that means the opposite of another word
21. What is a group of letters at the beginning or ending of a word called
22. The sequence or order of events in a story
24. The high point of a story or narrative
26. Writing that explains is called ________.
29. A type of writing in which the writer tries to convince

Down
1. When you use examples to show your thinking you are ________
2. Story writing is called ________
4. words that describe and explain something looks, sounds, smells or feels like
10. An educated guess based on evidence.
12. the judge something and tell the good and bad about it is to ________
13. any brainstorm or work you do before writing
14. to break into parts and then explain those parts
15. To use a direct word or sentence from an article is called a ________
17. To create or put together
19. two or more characters talking in a story
25. what someone thinks or feels about a topic
27. to quickly read without deeply thinking
28. to change the ideas or organization of a writing

Word Bank
inference  contrast  dialogue  narrative
summarize  sensory  analyze  argumentedit  synonym  plot  support
antonym  opinion  evaluate  skim
trace  climax  formulate  expository
explaining  affix  prewrite  quote
revise  describe  evidence  excerpt